
December 16, 2019  

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board  
4922, 48th Street, 7th Floor  
P.O. Box 2130  
Yellowknife, NWT X1A 2P6  

Attention: Ms. Tyree Mullaney, Regulatory Specialist 

Dear Ms. Mullaney:  

Re:  Submissions regarding the Applicability of Section 152 of the MVRMA 

Seabridge Gold (NWT) Inc. (Seabridge) writes in response to your letter dated November 29, 2019 
regarding the applicability of section 152 of the Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act
(MVRMA) to Seabridge’s existing surface lease at Matthews Lake camp. 

Evidence of GNWT 

Seabridge is in receipt of the evidence filed by the Government of the Northwest Territories 
(GNWT) regarding the application of section 152 of the MVRMA. The evidence included all 
versions of the lease as well as documentation relating to an assignment, name change, and a minor 
amendment. We note that GNWT filed this material without the consent of Seabridge, the other 
commercial party to the lease. We expect the Board to maintain the confidentiality of these 
materials.

In any event, that evidence does not alter Seabridge’s position. 

Section 152 Grandfathers Pre-MVRMA Lease 

The entire and exclusive purpose of section 152 is to ensure that existing “rights to the use of 
land…continue in effect”, as stated by the wording of the legislation itself. Parliament’s intent 
could not have been more clear. 

The surface lease pre-dates the MVRMA and is therefore grandfathered by section 152. It has 
consistently been treated by all levels of government as exempt from land use permitting 
requirements for nearly twenty years. Seabridge filed a detailed submission describing its position 
and the history of the lease on November 7, 2019.1 Seabridge relies upon those submissions, which 
can be summarized as follows: 

1 Online Review System: http://lwbors.yk.com/LWB_IMS/ReviewComment.aspx?appid=12830. See Seabridge Gold. 
Documents #2 (“Seabridge Submission”) and #5. 
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1. The MVRMA land use permitting scheme came into force in March 2000. The transitional 
provisions of the MVRMA (Part 7) protected existing rights and interests so that they could 
continue in effect—including section 152, which preserved existing leases. 

2. Lease 76D/3-6-6 was issued in 1994. The material terms of the Lease have remained 
unchanged for over 25 years. 

3. The Matthews Lake camp has always operated pursuant to the Lease only. The activities 
at the Matthews Lake camp have remain unchanged over 25 years. 

4. From March 2000 to date, INAC, GNWT, and the Board have made at least eleven 
statutory decisions in respect of land uses in the Matthews Lake area. All of those decision-
makers issued land use permits which excluded Matthews Lake camp operations. There 
have not been any changes in the factual circumstances that could justify a change in the 
legal treatment of the camp. 

5. From March 2000 to date, INAC and GNWT have been inspecting the Matthews Lake 
camp and the exploration land use permit activities. The camp’s operations have been 
assessed only as against Lease conditions—not against the MVRMA regime. The 
inspectors have not directed Seabridge to obtain a land use permit. 

Given the longstanding legal treatment of the Matthews Lake camp and its lease, consistent with 
the plain meaning of the section 152 of the MVRMA, perhaps the question is: On what basis could 
the camp now require a land use permit? Seabridge respectfully submits that there is none. 

Board should follow its own precedent 

The Board requested submissions concerning the implications of the Wek’eezhii Land and Water 
Board (WLWB) decision in respect of the Misery Underground Project. With respect to that issue, 
Seabridge adds the following: 

1. The Board should follow its own precedent. 

o The Board requested submissions on and considered the impact of section 152 on 
renewed, pre-MVRMA leases in respect of the land use permit for the Northwest 
Territories Power Corporation Bluefish Dam. As the land administrator, INAC 
took the position that existing, renewed leases are “exempt from land use 
permitting requirements.” Staff recommended a “LUP scope for only activities that 
are not covered by the existing lease.” The Board agreed with this position and 
issued a land use permit which excluded leased lands.2 The Board ought to follow 
its own decision on this matter.3

2 Seabridge Submission, paras. 83-88.  
3 See also “Table of NTPC’s MV2009X0040 Type A Land Use Permit”, 3 March 2011, online: 
<http://registry.mvlwb.ca/Documents/MV2009X0040/MV2009X0040%20-%20Comment%20Summary%20Table%20-
%20Type%20A%20LUP%20-%20Mar31-11.pdf>. 
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2. The focus of the WLWB decision was on substantial changes to the Misery project—that 
situation does not apply here. 

o The Misery Pit was being expanded to include underground operations and a larger 
mining camp. Underground operations had not been contemplated by the lease or 
the environmental assessment of that project. It was not a simple matter of the 
ability of the operator to continue its existing operations under its existing rights. 
It sought to undertake new operations, and therefore required new rights (and land 
use permit) to do so. 

o By contrast, Seabridge is not expanding or altering the use of the Matthews Lake 
camp in any way. This decision has no application to the Seabridge lease. 

3. The WLWB decision was focused on the facts of the project before it, and was not intended 
to have broader application. 

o The WLWB does not appear to have considered the Board’s Bluefish Dam 
decision. As indicated above, in the Bluefish case the Board treated the lease as 
having been grandfathered pursuant to section 152. Seabridge is in the same 
situation and hence seeks the same treatment. 

o The WLWB interpreted the legislation only as it applied to the Misery Project—it 
did not consider the 20-year history of the application of the legislation, or the 
potential extension of its decision to impact lease holders across the territory.4

4. The Board should prefer interpretations of legislation which are consistent with well-
established practice. 

o The 25-year history of the Matthews Lake camp demonstrates that all three land 
administrators in the territory—INAC, GNWT, and the Board—have consistently 
treated the lease as grandfathered from land use permitting requirements. 

o As far as Seabridge is aware, hundreds of historical leases across the territory have 
continued in effect without the need for land use permits since the MVRMA came 
into force. Seabridge is unaware of any publicly announced policy change that 
would affect this interpretation, or which would require lessees to hold two 
authorizations (a lease and a land use permit) for the same activities. 

In accordance with the Board’s directive, Seabridge reserves the right to make final reply 
submissions following receipt of submissions from other parties. 

4 The WLWB noted that “neither [GNWT or Dominion Diamond Mines ULC] provided a detailed legal analysis of this 
provision.” 
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Should you have any questions in the interim, please do not hesitate to contact Jane Howe at 
jane@seabridgegold.net. 

Yours truly, 

R. Brent Murphy, M.Sc., P.Geo. 
Vice President, Environmental Affairs  


